
Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

A series of five walks in the parish, exploring most of the public footpaths.

By John Miller

Each walk is described in detail, with a complete map, to provide a handy guide

for residents and visitors alike.
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In 1998, at the behest of the Dyrham and Hinton Women’s Institute, I organised a short series of walks 

which took in almost all of the public footpaths in the parish. In 2007, I was asked if I would repeat the 

exercise as several people wanted to do such walks. These are the walks that I chose.

All these walks are relatively short and not arduous, and start and end at the Village Hall (grid reference 

ST733763), although could obviously be adapted. The parish is about five kilometres wide by five 

kilometres deep at its greatest extent. It is blessed with a variety of terrain, including an escarpment of the 

Cotswold Hills, some woods, rivers and quiet tracks and roads, which makes walking a pleasure. All the 

walks concentrate on the parish paths (although not every footpath is covered) but also dip into the 

neighbouring parishes.

The walks can be followed on the Ordnance Survey Explorer map number 155, Bristol and Bath. The 

attached diagrams are a poor substitute for this wonderful map, but you should note that the OS map shows 

several hedges which no longer exist, plus some paths which have moved.

I have written up the walks in some detail, which you may find tedious, but I hope that no one who follows 

the descriptions will stand a chance of getting lost! Stout shoes or boots are recommended.

This issue includes a number of revisions, and excludes the walk from the Junction 18 car park, which is no 

longer operational. My thanks to all the people who accompanied me, and I trust that they and you enjoy 

these walks. 

John Miller

June 2017

Extract from The Official Highway Code

1. Pavements (including any path along the side of a road) should be used if provided. 

2. If there is no pavement, keep to the right-hand side of the road so that you can see oncoming 

traffic. You should take extra care and

 be prepared to walk in single file, especially on narrow roads or in poor light

 keep close to the side of the road.

3. Help other road users to see you. Wear or carry something light-coloured, bright or fluorescent in 

poor daylight conditions. When it is dark, use reflective materials (e.g. armbands, sashes, waistcoats,

jackets, footwear), which can be seen by drivers using headlights up to three times as far away as 

non-reflective materials.
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Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

No 1 – Westward Ho! To Pucklechurch and Back

A gentle flattish walk of about 8 km (5 Miles)

Start at the Dyrham and Hinton Village Hall. Turn left out of the hall and go along Dyrham Lane north west 

towards Ring o’ Bells Farm. Take the path signposted as a Restricted By-way round the back of the 

farmhouse and follow the track. Keep walking, through the ford over the River Boyd, and up the gentle 

slope. At about the peak of the slope and before you reach the bridge over the motorway, you will notice a 

gate both at right and left.  Go through the left gate and follow the direction of the yellow footpath arrow. 

The footpath for a while here is not well signposted and is not visible. Many of the hedges on the OS map 

are no longer there, although you may detect signs of their placement. The easiest way not to get lost and to 

minimise damage to any crop is to carry on with the hedge on your right. Walk straight on through a low 

gap in the hedge towards a power line pole. Pass this, carrying straight on across a big field to the far hedge.

Turn left at the hedge and walk towards the farm, turning right at the corner of the field before the farm. 

Follow the edge of this field, with the hedge on your left. Go over the stile and then straight across this field.

Again the footpath is not evident. Once you reach the far side, turn left and shortly you will see a footbridge 

over the Feltham Brook. Cross this, leaving Dyrham and Hinton and venturing into Pucklechurch Parish. 

Take the left footpath which heads towards a hedge corner jutting out into the field. Carry on, just past 

another such jutting hedge and you will see a stile on your left. Cross this and go diagonally right across this

field to a further stile and follow the footpath into Castle Road. Turn left past the Star Inn, which is about 

the halfway mark.

Go down Castle Road to the T-junction and cross the road, turning left to go into the farm gate of Marsh 

Farm. Follow the main farm track, ignoring the first stile on your right. Just after the track bends left take 

the stile on your right. Bear right with the hedge on your right and cross the field to the next stile. Cross the 

next field towards the top left corner stile. Crossing this, walk towards the farm buildings until you see the 

stile by the cattle grid, allowing you to cross the farm track. Cross the track using the two stiles. Keep the 

wooden fence on your left, turning left when it does. Once over the next stile you enter a large field without 

a clear path. Aim towards the right-hand of the two ‘A’-shaped poles and then carry straight on in the same 

direction, descending gently into Feltham valley. Take the stile and footbridge at the corner of the field. 

Follow this track (here known as Snowdon Lane locally) to the north east. 

After a while you will cross Rookery Lane and through a gate, beyond which the lane becomes more open, 

running alongside its old route, by the look of it. After a short while, the wood on the left ends, but carry 

straight on to a double set of gates. Go through these and now be very careful, since this field is often very 

lumpy with deep hoof marks and it is very easy to twist an ankle. Keep the wood on your right and descend 

the hill. At the bottom bear left slightly and cross the footbridge over the Boyd. Now follow the path straight

ahead, crossing three fields, keeping the tree line on your right. As you enter the fourth field (where you 

should see the Village Hall towards your left) turn left and aim towards the field corner where you will see a

slightly hidden kissing gate.  Once through this (and mind any traffic) turn right and return to the Village 

Hall.
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Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

No 2 – To the Woods! The Dyrham escarpment

A hilly, partly wooded circular walk with good views; about 7 km (4.5 Miles)

Start at the Dyrham and Hinton Village Hall. Turn right towards Dyrham and pass Talbot Farm and down

little Birchall’s Hill. After passing the sign announcing the entrance to Dyrham village take the fork to the

left and climb the sloped road. The Cotswold Way, designated a National Trail in 2007, joins from the left

and goes straight ahead on the road. We will be following it for its next 2½ km. Since this section of our 

walk is well marked, I will only sketch the key points. We pass the lane up to the church (well worth a 

diversion), a view of Dyrham House and West Garden, and take the road left up Sands Hill, turning right 

onto a footpath (with helpful bench) shortly after the old post office. 

The footpath continues more or less straight ahead for about 1 km (15-20 minutes). The only tricky part is

towards the end of this section where the path drops down ahead of you and is not very clear. At the 

bottom you should find a footbridge. Climb up the next field with the woods on your left before crossing 

a stile in a corner to enter Dyrham Woods. Please leave a message for other walkers in the Message Book 

provided in the middle of the woods. After leaving the woods follow the path right alongside the woods, 

walking a long a permissive footpath. Before crossing into the next field, turn left, as directed by the 

permissive footpath sign, and cross to a kissing gate. Keep the woods on your right, and at a gap in them, 

take a stile to the right.

Cross this, then head down a long field to its bottom right-hand corner. Go over the first stile here. Ignore 

the stile to your left and go through the kissing gate about 10 metres ahead of you. Cross the field to the 

gate. Go through this, then sharp right through a second gateway and turn left. Crossing this field with the

hedge on your left takes you to the remnants of a stile. Follow the footpath ahead (ignoring another stile 

to your left) and over a further stile and a little stream (depending on the season!). This is a tributary to 

the River Boyd and is part of the boundary between Doynton and Dyrham and Hinton parish. Keep the 

hedge on your right and follow the path round the edge of the field and through a gap in the hedge to the 

next field. The path goes straight across the field, but you may find it easier to turn immediately left and 

follow the edge of the field to get to the pair of kissing gates in the field boundary opposite. Go over this 

stile and straight across the next field, heading towards Lower Ledge Farmhouse. 

Go through the kissing gate here, and follow the well-marked path to the left, keeping the duck pond to 

your right, ignoring yet another stile to your left. Enter a small car park and you will see another stile. 

Cross this, and follow the path to a large field, which you cross diagonally, aiming towards a large tree in 

the corner. Ignore a stile to your right and cross the stile under the tree by a trough. Keep the hedge on 

your right and follow the field edge until reaching a gateway. Exit the field by a footbridge in the corner, 

which can be well hidden by foliage. Follow the road ahead, keeping left at the junctions, passing the 

waterfall, and so back to the Village Hall.
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Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

No 3 – Along the Boyd

A mainly flat circular walk covering several parts of the River Boyd; about 9km (5.5 Miles)

Start at the Dyrham and Hinton Village Hall. Turn left out of the hall and go along Dyrham Lane north 

west towards Ring o’ Bells Farm. When you see this in the distance, with a road signpost in front of it, 

you should turn left through a farm gate at a Public Footpath sign, into a field. Aim across the field 

(which used to be the cricket field, complete with pavilion, in the 1950s) slightly to your right to a corner

by the Boyd. Go through the double gates, across the next field and through another double gate, with a 

little bridge over the ditch. Follow the Boyd downstream, until you can see the footpath gate and sign on 

your right, which leads to a footbridge over the Boyd. Turn right after the bridge and follow the bridle 

path upstream through three fields to the road bridge over the Boyd. Cross the road carefully and through

the gate, following the path past the old windmill. This used to pump water from a well up to Lower 

Fields Farm. Carry on until you reach Washpool Lane with the ford on your right. 

Turn left up Washpool Lane and follow it up the gentle slope. At about the peak of the slope and before 

you reach the bridge over the motorway, you will notice a gate both at right and left.  Go through the left 

gate. Take the left hand branch across the field aiming slightly to the right of Lower Fields Farm, and 

follow the path until you pass it on your left. At the road, carefully cross and stroll down the road 

signposted towards Doynton, which is known as Rookery Lane. 

This relatively quiet road affords some pleasant views to your left over the Boyd Valley towards Dyrham

Woods. About 1.5km along the lane (probably 20-25 minutes walk) after Rookery Farm you can take a 

footpath indicated to the left. This part of the walk, which used to be difficult to follow, appears to have 

been slightly re-routed but is now well marked. If you are using OS map 155, follow the marked route 

instead of the map. Be particularly careful crossing the airstrip. After three metal kissing gates the path 

crosses a field to a larger path, just before the Boyd. Turn left onto this. 

You can now follow the Boyd again upstream across several fields. Keep an eye out for wild life and a 

good view of Dyrham church tower. After going through a double-gated hedge (Back Lane) you will see 

the footbridge across the Boyd again. Cross this, and then go straight ahead alongside the old Back Lane 

across three fields. As you enter the fourth field (where you should see the Village Hall towards your 

left) turn left and aim towards the field corner where you will see a metal gate.  Once through this (and 

mind any traffic) turn right and return to the Village Hall.
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Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

No 4 – East to West Littleton!

A circular walk including a sharp hill and excellent views from the Cotswold escarpment, and the lovely 

church at West Littleton; about 8km (5 Miles)

Start at the Dyrham and Hinton Village Hall. Turn left out of the hall and go along Dyrham Lane briefly 

until, opposite Chapel Lane, turn left over the stile, which has a steep drop the other side. Go straight 

across the field, and through the gate at the far end, which is a double gate across the route of the old 

Back Lane. Immediately turn left over a stile and cross the field, bearing slightly right to a gap in the 

middle of the hedge. To the left there is a great view of the trees in Dyrham Park, neatly cropped by the 

deer to a consistent height above ground. Through the gap and over its stile then head for the opposite 

hedge and turn left up to the stile to Dyrham Lane. Turn right and follow the road, turning left up Lower 

Street in Dyrham, and fork right at the top. Start up Sands Hill, turning right onto a footpath (with helpful

bench) shortly after the second old post office. 

Follow the Cotswold Way through three gates, turning sharp left after the third, where you will see Sands

Hill Farm. Shortly up the hill you will cross the wall through a kissing gate, then follow the signed 

footpath up the hill, over a track and up some steps, with the Diamond Jubilee trees amongst the wood 

growing on the right. Don’t forget to turn round occasionally to admire the view! Beyond the welcome 

bench, follow the footpath signs until the footpath kisses the road again, but fork away from it, past a 

copse on your left until you get to the A46 about 50 metres before the Tollgate Café.

Cross this main road very carefully, and go left along it for a few metres before taking the minor road 

right. Shortly up here turn left at a stile. This footpath goes for about a kilometre and a half (about 20-25 

minutes) with, after the first few metres, the field wall on your right. When you get through the little 5-

bar gate, turn right for a brief diversion to West Littleton church, just across a field and through a little 

wood. It has a 13th century bell and turret.

Return to the 5-bar gate and carry straight on over an enchanting stepped stile down the slope to the 

track. Cross this and head 45 degrees to the left, to a corner of the hedge opposite (poking out towards 

you). Carry straight on across two fields crossing the hedge through a gap just to the left of the dip in the 

field; you should spy the footpath sign at the far side of the second field eventually. 

Again cross the A46 carefully and take the steps over the wall into Dyrham Park. Carry straight along 

this path, which takes you down the side of the fenced-off deer park and then suddenly veers left back to 

Sands Hill. Go down Sands Hill, bearing right at the first fork and then left down the track. Turn right at 

the road (Upper Street) past Dyrham House and the lane to the church, down to the Old Rectory, turning 

right to a footpath sign rather hidden under a glorious tree. Go through three gates, bearing slightly left 

after the third, crossing another stile onto the road. Turn right and go past Talbot Farm back to the 

Village Hall.
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Dyrham and Hinton Parish Walks

No 5 – Through the Tunnel

A circular walk including a tunnel under the M4. a climb and some road and traffic, but good views. 

This walk is  about 10km (6.5 Miles)

Start at the Dyrham and Hinton Village Hall. Turn left out of the Village Hall and walk up to turn right 

into Chapel Lane. Go through the kissing gate at the end, across the field to the next kissing gate. Go 

straight through, across the first road and turn right in Grove Lane.  Go straight ahead at the little 

triangle, keep Hinton Grange on your left and follow the track straight ahead.  This can often be muddy 

and wet.  Go over the stile when the motorway comes into view, turn sharp left and follow the edge of 

the field.  Cross the stile as you approach the motorway, carry straight on, then around the edge parallel 

to the motorway until you see the tunnel entrance about halfway along.

Go through the tunnel and over the stile at the far end, then turn sharp right.  Go through a gate at the end

of this field and across the next field, turning left to follow the far hedge.  At the far corner of the field 

you will cross a footbridge over the Boyd Brook. Turn right and follow the Boyd upstream.  Turn left 

with the hedge to another footbridge, slightly to the left of the corner, which takes you to the Codrington 

road.  Cross carefully and fork right after the gate towards a gap in the hedge.  Go through the gap and 

turn left, keeping the hedge on your left.  Cross the next hedge and aim slightly right up to the rather 

hidden stile.  Now follow the track to your left for about a kilometre until it reaches the road.  Turn sharp 

right and follow this road for about 20 minutes until you reach a T-junction.

The roads are now dangerous for a while.  Turn left and pass the old tollhouse and Dodington Park 

entrance to get to the A46.  Turn right, cross over the motorway via the roundabout, keeping on the right 

and being extremely careful across the M4 entrance slip road.  Walk down the A46, crossing the tarmac 

of the Highways Agency Maintenance Compound and a second road.  Shortly after reaching the lay by, 

turn right down a track to the car park and carry straight on, and go into the woods at the Cotswold Way 

sign.

Follow the Cotswold Way signs for about 1½ km. This takes you through the woods briefly, then around 

the edge of the field alongside the woods. A sharp turn left then takes you alongside a hedge and under 

the main pylon line which decorates Hinton until you reach the approach road for Hinton. Turn right to 

follow the road towards Hinton, but fork left down Cock Lane. Take this steep hill down, turning right at 

the bottom to take you back to the Village Hall to finish the walk. 
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